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“When you go out
there, you don’t
get away from it
all. You get back
to it all. You come
home to what’s
important. You
come home to
yourself.”
Peter

_____________________
START THIS RESOURCE BY VIEWING THE
FEATURE PREVIEW OF THE DOCUMENTARY

Dombrovskis

(click on image above or this link)

Synopsis
Ro, Dan and David, three childhood mates,
grew up having exciting adventures
together in the outdoors of country
Victoria. When the pressures of the
modern world started getting them down
they returned to their love of outdoor
adventure to feed their souls and awaken
the child inside of them.
Nature immersion and in particular– a
wilderness white water kayaking
expedition was what they decided was
necessary. Their goal was to rekindle their
childhood enthusiasm and get back to
nature. In a world consumed with
technology and material wealth it seemed
increasingly harder and harder to feel true
contentment and connection to what is
important.
3rd Split Gordon River Tasmania (Photo David Matters ©)

We come from Nature - our predecessors were immersed in and thrived in it. We believed by undertaking a journey
into the natural world and capturing it on film perhaps we could convey the power of the natural world and inspire
others to do the same.
It’s Only Natural is the story of Ro, Dan and David, three men whose drive to discover and renew themselves took them
on an epic journey into the wilds of Tasmania. In doing so, we not only discovered ourselves but also our strong
connection to nature and our desire to save what precious wilderness we have left.

[Grab your reader’s attention with a great quote from
the document or use this space to emphasize a key
point. To place this text box anywhere on the page,
just drag it.]
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CURRICULUM LINKS AND GENERAL INFORMATION
It’s Only Natural is an insightful teaching resource in a range of curriculum areas including:
Environmental Science
Outdoor Education
Australian History
Arts and Media
For links directly to the national and state curriculums, see the accompanying teachers notes.
The film and this study guide can be used as a stimulus for a particular stand alone area of study, or for the study of
themes and issues raised within it. The activities below provide options for these approaches.
The video (links) in this document are hosted on the VIMEO platform (a more professional and safer platform than
other sites like YouTube etc) which should be allowed on your school networks. Please check to ensure this
beforehand.
Please don’t distribute this guide beyond your nominated school or organisation. We implement a simple download
process and honesty policy. Thankyou.

BEFORE WATCHING It’s Only Natural
Before you come on the journey with us, get to know all characters in the film a little more, so you can understand
why we are doing this, what our motivations (what makes us tick) are and who our personal heroes and role
models are.

Dan Kozaris – Short Biography
Dan was raised in Gippsland Victoria, where he spent endless
days roaming around his family farm taking in his
surroundings. All of this enabled him to gain an appreciation
for the fact that life is one big learning curve; significant
moments in your life shape who you are and what you
believe in. He studied Outdoor Education at Monash
University where his exposure to theories about “sense of
place” really resonated with him. In his own words, “I seek to
inspire, teach and motivate those around me to search for
their own moments and experiences which would give value
and a sense of achievement in an often fast paced and sterile
world.”

David Matters – Short Biography
He calls Melbourne, Victoria his home; but is more likely to
consider calling “out in the bush” his real home. David is a
photography teacher, photographer and outdoor guide who
dreams of adventure when he’s not actually having one. At the
age of thirteen with a brand-new sleeping bag called Kristina, he
took a five-day hike along the Overland Track in Tasmania, which
cemented his lifelong respect for wild places and his constant
quest to be amongst them. It is through journeys like these that
David forges real friendships and sometimes gets to discover
what he believes much of society overlooks.

Ro Privett – Short Biography
Ro grew up in Albury NSW, where he spent as much time outside as
possible. This naturally transpired into studying and attaining a
fulfilling career in teaching Outdoor Education. His interests in all
things outdoors lead him on to also work in Guiding and many other
interests that usually happily involved him in “getting grubby”. Being
immersed in the wilderness is getting back to the simpler things in life
and has also been instrumental in his recovery from a serious illness.
“Coming back to nature is coming home to yourself”

“If our little endeavours help the greater cause
and help to make a difference, then we are
inspired to share our endeavours with others”
(photo’s: All © Dan Kozaris, David Matters, Ro Privett)

OLEGAS TRUCHANAS – SHORT BIOGRAPHY
Born in Lithuania in 1923, he had experienced the harshness
and of war-torn Europe and so in the wilderness of Tasmania,
he found an opportunity to experience, record, and be renewed
in its landscape. He became famous for his photographic slide
shows of these rarely visited places which fed into him
becoming heavily involved in the conservation movement. One
of his most famous achievements is his photographic record of
the beautiful Lake Pedder (South West Tasmania) shortly
before its ﬂooding in February 1972. Tragically, Olegas drowned
while canoeing on the Gordon River just the month before.
Peter Dombrovskis found Truchanas’ body.

PETER DOMBROVSKIS – SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Born in 1945 in a refugee camp in Germany, he emigrated to
Tasmania soon after with his mother Adele. The Tasmanian bush
captivated them both. Adele introduced Peter to Olegas who took
Peter under his wing and took him on canoeing expeditions and
encouraged his photographic endeavours. In time, the Australian
public adopted Dombrovskis’ photography as a true representation
of what the Tasmanian wilderness was like. Being a keen
conservationist; his work became iconic in the fight to save the
Franklin River, particularly with his picture of ‘Rock Island Bend’.
While photographing the Western Arthur Range in Tasmania’s
remote southwest, he died of a heart attack in 1996.

BOB BROWN – SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Bob Brown, a life-long activist, was born in 1944 in
rural New South Wales, After graduating in medicine
from Sydney University in 1968, he helped establish
the Wilderness Society, which organised the
blockade of the dam works on Tasmania's' Franklin
River in 1982–3. He was elected as the first Green
into Tasmania's Parliament. Bob resigned from the
Senate in June 2012 to establish the Bob Brown
Foundation, a not for profit organisation dedicated
to supporting environmental campaigns and green
causes in Australia and our region. He is a published
author and acclaimed photographer. Bob is
regarded as one of the foremost environmentalists
in the world.
(Photo’s: All © The Truchanas Family Collection,
Liz Dombrovskis, Bob Brown Foundation)

BEFORE WATCHING It’s Only Natural (….continued)
Discuss the concept of nature and wilderness. What is the meaning of these terms online? What is the meaning of
these terms to you? What is the difference between these terms? What different meanings do you come across? Do
you need to experience either nature or wilderness personally to understand and appreciate them? Focusing more
on wilderness now, of what particular use is wilderness? What are your personal experiences of wilderness?
As you watch It’s Only Natural, we encourage you to be immersed in it. Live the journey with us. Feel yourself
paddling alongside of us. View the beautiful vista as if it was right there in front of you personally. Allow the
narrators voice and emotion to connect with you. Let the music rise within you. It may be our personal journey but
the story belongs to all.

‘It is a wild land and I think that there is a certain wildness, a certain wild element in man’s
nature that is essential to the humanness of man. If man becomes contained, too docile,
programmed, then he becomes less human. And this wildness in the wilderness allows the
wildness in man an expression’ Peter Dombrovskis
Time to start the journey with us! The link for the documentary will be provided by your teacher.

AFTER WATCHING It’s Only Natural
Thank you for watching our story.
Did you like it? Why or why not?
Irrespective on whether you liked it or
not, how do you feel after watching it?
Take a moment to reflect. Did something
‘stir’ in you? Did you connect with the
documentary’s story as well as the
personal story of each character?
OPTIONAL EXTRA:
An accompanying full length story is
available at this link for viewing

THEMES AND ISSUES (either as a class or on your own).
This can be done as an open classroom discussion that can lead into written work or a reflective assignment
incorporating other resources (listed below).
Take some time to now reflect on:
•
•

the different interconnected storylines of the film
themes and issues the film portrays.

What is the overarching message of the film?
List the themes the documentary addresses. Think about both the overarching theme/s as well as the more
personal theme/s. How does the story line connect with this?
What view, if any, does this documentary present about each of these themes?
What are your personal thoughts on these themes?
Where do you think our society sits in relation to these themes?
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How important to you is spending time in nature?
Have you ever really stopped and thought about it? Have you ever taken notice of how you feel after being in
nature?
Click on this link or the image below to hear what Bob Brown has to say about how important he believes it is.

Short exercise: Now that you’ve watched the documentary and listened to Bob Brown talk, ask your teacher if
you can take a moment outside and reflect upon these class discussions. Just be silent, turn on and be aware of
all your senses, calm your mind and feel into the space you are in. Once finished, do the following exercise:

CONNECTION TO NATURE SCALE (CNS):
Connectedness to Nature Scale (CNS) has been used as a measure of the subjective cognitive connection
between individuals and nature. It provides some simple feedback as to your personal connection. A simple
version is below. Take a moment now to answer them for yourself.
Questions

Yes or No?

1. I often feel a sense of connection with the natural world around me
2. I think of the natural world as a community to which I belong
3. I often feel a kinship with plants and animals
4. I have a deep understanding of how my actions affect the natural world
5. Being in nature awakens my curiosity
6. In nature there are lots of things to discover
7. In nature I feel relaxed
8. In nature I don’t feel bored
9. In nature I feel happier
10. I spend time in nature every day
YES ANSWERS:

NO ANSWERS:

How many did you answer with Yes? What personal feedback does it give to you? Maybe share your results and
have a class discussion.

The message of nature connection is becoming quite widespread throughout a lot of today’s media.
Magazines, online articles and TV shows to name but a few. A lot of environmental movements are also
pushing this message in varied and novel ways. One example is Nature Rx. They use a lot of fun and satire to
get their message across.
Click on the image below or this link to watch their short video
** It does contain one Coarse word in this video that is ‘beeped out

Rx
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
Did you like it? Why or why not? In your opinion, does this satirical video better capture the connection to
nature message? Do you agree with its approach?
There are many research articles and scientific studies that back up the claimed benefits of nature. Can you
locate some of these articles? Discuss and investigate the methods they have used to draw these
conclusions. Do these conclusions seem accurate?
One U.S study of 12,000 adults and children in the United States has shown that many people have lost a
close connection with nature. Can you find other similar studies that concur with this hypothesis?
Richard Louv, author of ‘Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder (NDD)’ is a
leading authority on nature connection. He is currently working with the World Health Organisation (WHO)
to implement a global approach to nature connection. One of his quotes is; “Time in nature is not leisure
time; it's an essential investment in our children’s health (and also, by the way, in our own).” Can you find
scientific studies or evidence that this is indeed the case?
Do these conclusions have to be proven scientifically for people to actually believe in the benefits of nature
connection? Discuss.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY:
The following activities can be tied into the discussion
NATURE CONSERVATION:

LAKE PEDDER AND THE FRANKLIN RIVER CAMPAIGN
Lake Pedder, a beautiful serene 10 square kilometre glacial lake at the foot of the Frankland
Range, was flooded in 1972 for Tasmania’s Middle Gordon hydroelectric scheme (HEC). Now
signposts on the side of the Gordon River road apply the name Lake Pedder to a 242 sq. km body
of water formed by the damming of the Serpentine and Huon rivers. This impoundment is used
to feed water from those two rivers via a canal into Hydro Tasmania’s Lake Gordon water storage
for power generation. Although the battle to save Lake Pedder was lost, in many ways this was
the beginning of an organized environmental movement ‘The Wilderness Society’ in Australia. It
was also when the world’s first Green party was born – a very significant moment!

Opposite: Majestic
Lake Pedder pre flood
Below: Franklin
Blockade Advert
(Photo’s: The
Wilderness Society ©)

Next, Hydro Tasmania turned their attention to the nearby majestic Franklin river, which
had been nominated for World Heritage status by the Federal Government in 1981. The
decision to dam this river was the impetus for a long and well organised campaign of
opposition. The conservation movement had learned a great deal from the unsuccessful
battle for Lake Pedder and were prepared for a big fight to save the Franklin. This
campaign was inextricably linked to the 1983 Federal election campaign and became an
important constitutional test of a state’s rights against Federal government intervention.
Peter Dombrovskis’ stirring image of ‘Rock Island Bend’ help galvanise strong community
uproar against the flooding and in the High Court in 1983, the Franklin was saved and still
flows undisturbed to this day.

The Great Ravine – Franklin River (Photo: David Matters ©)

Bob Brown in no uncertain words played a pivotal role in saving the Franklin. He was the main face & voice of the
whole campaign & along with countless others, he spent nineteen days behind bars for his role in the blockade. It
launched him onto the national stage. Listen (or click below) to what he has to say about the Franklin river:

Discussion Questions:
Why were Lake Pedder and the Franklin river regarded as being so special? Are they both on the World Heritage
list? What does that mean?
How is the current ‘Lake Pedder’ depicted by the Hydro Electric Commission (HEC) and the environmental
movement today?
How many rivers have been dammed in Tasmania? Approximately how many around the world have been
dammed?
Since the forming of the ‘Wilderness Society’ during these campaigns, what other wilderness areas has the
Wilderness Society gone on to protect?
Discussion about energy production Vs nature conservation?
The well-respected US adventure magazine Outdoor recently named the Franklin River as which number of its top
10 river journeys in the world? Why was that?
Is there potential to restore Lake Pedder to its former glory?
What are the long-term inﬂuences of the fight for Tasmania’s wilderness? Consider its impact on the following:
• politics
• tourism
• the environmental movement
• energy sources
• how the world sees Australia
Between the fight for Lake Pedder and that for the Franklin River something changed in the way ordinary
Australians viewed the bush. Can you elaborate on this?
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FURTHER RESOURCES
Wild Incursions http://www.wildincursions.com.au
Wild Exposure https://www.wildexposure.com.au/
The Wilderness Society https://www.wilderness.org.au/
The Bob Brown Foundation https://www.bobbrown.org.au/
Australian Geographic https://www.australiangeographic.com.au/

Thankyou for going on this journey
with us! Catch you in the Wilds…

It’s Only Natural
A Wild Exposure program with the assistance from the Bob Brown Foundation, Australian Geographic, Hydro Tasmania,
The Wilderness Society and Tourism Tasmania.
Documentary and Study Guide Writer written and directed by Wild Exposure
Year:2019
Duration: 25 minutes
It’s Only Natural Documentary and study guide © Wild Exposure Pty Ltd.
For further information email info@wildexposure.com.au
Thanks to Bryan Thomson-DiPalma and Steve Greig for their assistance as well from our generous supporters and
sponsors below:

A FINAL WORD

It’s an opportunity to now reflect upon the lessons provided in this study guide.
This resource (with films) is open to students to take home and reflect at any time you desire.
Dan, Dave & myself often get remarks about ‘but I don’t have the skills like you guys do’. Firstly, we are far from
the world’s best kayakers or adventurers. Secondly, what we are competent in, which anyone can be, is simply
being responsible and respectful towards nature and wilderness and our ‘management’ in these environments.
At any skill level, we all have the ability to give things a go, as long as you understand and respect your current
skill level you are at. Start in your backyard, participate with paddling on a lake with your parents, organise an
overnight bushwalk with adult supervision etc. It’s a journey, so just enjoy and be present where you are at.
Let the adventure unfold accordingly.
Dan, Dave and myself were exactly at your skill level at one stage. We just kept playing and learning in a
responsible manner. Fuelled by desire and curiosity.
We recommend to simply be present with who you are, take some quiet moments to sincerely reflect upon
what outdoor experiences you desire and put your energy into that space. The rest will unfold.
We are contactable if you desire further insights, inspiration or information.
We provide and facilitate meaningful experiences including ‘nature mentoring’ if you desire guidance on this
nature immersion space and self development.
Our contact details are on previous page or join our Vimeo channel
This is our journey. We look forward to connecting to your journey.

